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Second intermediate test - Signal processing and information theory

Question A

1. Describe the application of the property of product in time for the purpose of windowing
a continuous-time signal;

2. describe the strengths and weaknesses of a rectangular rather than a triangular window.

Question B Which is the Fourier transform of a pulse train c (B) = ∑∞
<=−∞ X (B − 0.01 · <) ?

Question C Let us consider a bandwidth limited signal with spectrum - (5 ) =
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which is sampled at frequency 52 = 1.5 · �, and the samples sent to a cardinal interpolator
operating at the same frequency, which outputs a G (B) signal. Draw

1. the aspect of - (5 );
2. the . (5 ) spectrum.

Question D What is the purpose of a resampler in the context of D/A conversion ?

Question E Write the formula that de�nes the DTFT. What does this transformation work on,
and what is its result ?

Question F A 512 point DFT is evaluated on signal samples taken at 52 = 10 KHz from a
properly bandlimited time-continuos signal.

1. Which is the frequency to which the 15Bℎ element of the DFT relates ?
2. If we forget about the sampling frequency, which is the periodicity (in terms of number of

samples) to which the same 15Bℎ element of the DFT relates ?

Question G How are the DTFT and the zeta transform of the same numerical sequence related?

Question H Which are the di�erences between a real-time and a batch processing for the
digital �ltering of a numerical sequence ?

Question I

1. Draw the symbolic scheme of a FIR digital �lter of the �rst order;
2. write the expression of its impulse response;
3. if you want to make a comb �lter that eliminates the harmonics of � = 50 Hz, how much

must the parameters 0 and ) be ?

Question L What are the advantages and disadvantages of adopting an IIR architecture instead
of FIR in the design of a digital �lter ?








